
The History Book Physical Book to Kindle alignment Document 

Kindle has a few functions to search for the readings. In the below alignment, 

we have included the section headings Changing Societies (CS) and The 

Modern World (MW), then the chapter number listed within each section, 

and lastly, the quote heading for the section. 

pp. 236—237 Scientific Advance CS #9 Endless forms most beautiful and most 
wonderful have been and are being evolved 

pp. 242 British Rule in India CS #11 These sad scenes of death and sorrow, 
when are they to come to an end? 

pp. 232—235 Imperial Economies CS #8 This enterprise will return immense 
rewards 

pp. 244—247 The American Civil War CS #13 Government of the people, by the 
people, for the people, shall not perish from 
the earth 

pp. 248—249 American Expansion CS #14 Our manifest destiny is to overspread 
the continent 

pp. 252—253 Modernizing Japan CS #16 Enrich the country, strengthen the 
military 

pp. 254—255 Decline of Imperial China CS #17 In my hand I wield the universe and 
the power to attack and kill 

pp. 238—241 Nationalism CS #10 Let us arm. Let us fight for our 
brothers 

pp. 258—259 The Scramble for Africa CS #19 If I could, I would annex other planets

pp. 250—251 Mass Migration and Population Growth CS #15 America is God’s Crucible, the greatest 
melting pot 

pp. 256—257 Urban Culture CS #18 I ought to be jealous of the Eiffel 
Tower. She is more famous than I 

pp. 260—261 Modernizing Turkey CS #20 My people are going to learn the 
principles of democracy, the dictates of truth, 
and the teachings of science 

pp. 272—275 WWI MW #1 You often wish you were dead

pp. 276—279 Russian Revolution MW #2 History will not forgive us if we do not 
assume power now 

p. 280 Peace After WWI MW #3 This is not peace. This is an armistice 
for 20 years 

pp. 264-265 Further Events CS #22 Further events

pp. 262—263 Women’s Suffrage CS #21 Deeds not words

pp. 282—283 The Great Depression MW #5 Any lack of confidence in the 
economic future of the United States is 
foolish 

pp. 284—285 Rise of Fascism MW #6 The truth is that men are tired of 
liberty 



pp. 288—293 World War II MW #7 In starting and waging a war, it is not 
right that matters but victory 

pp. 294—295 The Holocaust MW #8 The Final Solution of the Jewish 
Question 

pp. 298—301 End of Empires MW #10 At the stroke of the midnight hour, 
when the world sleeps, India will awake to life 
and freedom 

pp. 302—303 Creation of Israel MW #11 The name of our state shall be Israel

p. 281 Soviet Russia MW #4 Death is the solution to all problems. 
No man—no problem 

pp. 304—305 Founding Communist China MW #12 The Long March is a manifesto, a 
propaganda force, a seeding-machine  

pp. 316—317 Maoism to Capitalism MW #19 Scatter the old world, build the new

pp. 308—309 Nuclear Arms Race MW #14 We’re eyeball to eyeball, and I think 
the other fellow just blinked 

pp. 324 Radical Post War Politics MW #22 All power to the people

pp. 306—307 Postcolonial Africa MW #13 Ghana, your beloved country, is free 
forever 

pp. 311 Civil Rights Movement MW #16 I have a dream

pp. 296—297 Cold War MW #9 All we did was fly and sleep

p. 310 Space Race MW #15 People of the whole world are 
pointing to the satellite 

pp. 312—313 Intervention in Southeast Asia MW #17 I am not going to lose Vietnam

pp. 318—321 Modern Middle East MW #20 We shall defend it with our blood 
and strength, and we shall meet aggression 
with aggression and evil with evil 

p. 327 Rise of Islamic Radicalism MW #25 Today, our fellow citizens, our way 
of life, our very freedom came under attack 

pp. 322—323 Collapse of Communism MW #21 The Iron Curtain is swept aside

pp. 326 Conflicts Since the Collapse of the USSR MW #24 Create an unbearable situation of 
total insecurity with no hope of further 
survival or life 

pp. 330—333 Globalization and Inequality MW #27 A crisis that began in the mortgage 
markets of America has brought the world’s 
financial system close to collapse 

pp. 328—329 Communication and Computing MW #26 You affect the world by what you 
browse 

pp. 325 End of Apartheid MW #23 Never, never, and never again

pp. 336—339 Population Explosion MW #28 This is a day about our entire human 
family 
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